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Why b-baryons?
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• Only 8 baryons with b-quarks have been observed:

Heavy baryons, C. Amsler, Ste-Croix, 2010

SU(4) with 4 quarks u, d, s, b Y = S + b +
B
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• Evidence often rests on a small number of events
• Most of the predicted ground states are still to be discovered

Λb(udb)I) Σ(∗)+
b (uub), Σ(∗)−

b (ddb)II)

In this talk:
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Λb → J/ψ(µµ)Λ(pπ)
decay angular analysis
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Motivation
from theoretical point of view:

• does polarization depend on quark mass?
• how are polarized b-quarks produced?
• how to model hadronization process?
• test of heavy quark polarization models and PQCD

from experimental point of view:
• four charged particles and two displaced

vertices in final state
• two muons to trigger on example distribution of reconstructed Λb signal:

Event selection – a preliminary result
This is an example of what we see in 194 pb−1 in an invariant mass
plot of the four tracks:
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CMS preliminary
 = 7 TeVs
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This plot: ≈ 106 events, S/
√
S + B ≈ 9,

µGauss = 5.617 ± 0.003GeV/c2, σGauss = 0.021 ± 0.002GeV/c2.

� Events kinematically fitted (vertex and mass constraints for J/ψ and Λ0).

� Mass plot uses unbinned likelihood fit.

Gaussian for signal plus linear background.

9 / 12

CERN-CMS-DP-2011-007

Step 1:
• Use of 2011 data
• Clear Λb signal reconstructed
• Low background achieved

cτ(Λb) = 415µm

From PDG:
MPDG(Λb) = 5620.2(1.6) MeV/c2

schematic view of the decay
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Λb → J/ψ(µµ)Λ(pπ)
decay angular analysis

Observables:
5 angles:
θ, θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2

Step 2:
Decay angular distributions

PΛb - Λb polarization
αAS - asymmetry parameter out of
4 complex helicity amplitudes

dN
cos θ ∼ 1 + αASPΛb cos θ

determined
simultaneously

αAS = |a+|2 − |a−|2 + |b+|2 − |b−|2

9 unknown parameters:
PΛb

measure from daughters’ decay angles

Work in progress
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hadron colliders and e+e! machines provide a wealth of experimental data on bottom mesons. Yet until recently only one
bottom baryon, the !0b, had been directly observed. Currently the CDF collaboration posseses the world’s largest sample of
bottom baryons, due to a combination of two factors – the CDF displaced track trigger, and the over 1 fb!1 of integrated
luminosity delivered by the Tevatron. Using a sample of fully reconstructed !0b "!+

c "
! collected on the displaced track trigger,

we search for the decay #(#)±
b " !0b"

±.
The QCD treatment of quark-quark interactions significantly simplifies if one of the participating quarks is much heavier

than the QCD confinement scale !QCD $ 400 MeV/c2. In the limit of mQ " $, where mQ is the mass of the heavy quark, the
angular momentum and flavor of the light quark become good quantum numbers. This approach, known as heavy quark effective
theory (HQET), thus views a baryon made of one heavy quark and two light quarks as consisting of a heavy static color field
surrounded by a cloud corresponding to the light diquark system. In SU(3) the two quarks are in diquark form 3̄ and 6 according
to the decomposition 3% 3 = 3̄& 6, leading to a generic scheme of baryon classification. Diquark states containing quarks in
an antisymmetric flavor configuration, [q1,q2], are called !-type whereas the states with diquarks containing quarks in a flavor
symmetric state, {q1,q2}, are called #-type.
In the ground #-type state the light diquark has isospin I = 1 and JPl = 1+. Together with the heavy quark this leads to a

doublet of baryons with JP = 1
2
+ (#b ) and JP = 3

2
+ (##b). The ground state #-type baryons decay strongly to !-type baryons by

emitting pions. In the limit mQ " $, the spin doublet {#b,##b} would be exactly degenerate since an infinitely heavy quark does
not have a spin interaction with a light diquark system. As the b quark is not infinitely massive, there will be a mass splitting
between the doublet states. There is an additional mass splitting between the #(#)!

b and #(#)+
b states due to isospin violation and

Coulomb effects.
There exists a variety of predictions for the #(#)

b masses from non-relativistic and relativistic potential quark models [1–8],
1/Nc expansion [9, 10], quark models in the HQET approximation [11–13], sum rules [14, 15], and lattice quantum chromody-
namics calculations [16, 17]. A summary of these predictions is presented in Tab. I. The difference between the isospin mass
splittings of the ##b and #b multiplets is predicted to be [m(##+b )!m(##!b )]! [m(#+

b )!m(#!b )] = 0.40±0.07 MeV/c2 [18].

#b property Expected value (MeV/c2)
m(#b ) - m(!0b ) 180 - 210
m(##b) - m(#b ) 10 - 40
m(#!b ) - m(#

+
b ) 5 - 7

%(#b ), %(##b) '8, '15

TABLE I: Summary of theoretical expectations for the #(#)±
b states. Predictions are given in Refs. [1] through [17].

The natural width of the #b baryons is expected to be dominated by single pion transitions. Decays of the type #c,b " !c,b&
are expected to have significantly smaller (' 100 keV/c2) partial widths than the single pion transition, and are thus negligible.
The partial width of the P-wave one-pion transition depends on the available phase space. For charmed baryons, this partial
width is given by the following equation derived from HQET [19]:

%#q"!q" =
1
6"

M!q

M#q
| fp|2 |!p"|3 (1)

where q denotes the heavy quark (c or b), and fp ( gA/ f"; gA = 0.75± 0.05 is the constituent pion-quark coupling, and f" =
92 MeV is the pion decay constant. The momentum of the pion in the #q center of mass frame is !p". When Eq. (1) is employed
for #c and !+

c (i.e., q( c), it predicts widths for the #(#)
c baryons which are in excellent agreement with the PDG data [20]. For

the range of predicted #(#)
b masses, Eq. (1) predicts natural widths %(#(#)

b ) between 2 and 20 MeV/c2.

II. ANALYSIS STRATEGY

The present analysis is based on events collected by the CDF II detector from February 2002 through February 2006, with
an integrated luminosity of L = 1070±60 pb!1. Events collected on the two displaced track trigger are used to reconstruct the
decay chain !0b " !+

c ", with !+
c " pK!"+. The selection criteria for !0b reconstruction are listed in Tab. II. The fit to the

invariant !+
c "

! mass distribution, shown in Fig. 1, results in 3180±60 (stat.) !0b " !+
c "

! candidates.

Theoretical expectations:

Σ(∗)+
b (uub) → Λ0

bπ
+

Σ(∗)−
b (ddb) → Λ0

bπ
−

Four charged states observed so far (by CDF):

schematic view of the decay

Challenges at CMS:
• soft (low energy) pion coming from PV
• huge combinatorial background
• tight muon triggers

Many requirements to assure that:
• selected pion is from same PV as Λb

Plan to measure
Σb cross-section relative to Λb

Work in progress


